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The Capability Approach
◦ A theoreKcal framework about wellbeing, development and jusKce.
◦ Can trace it’s roots back to (among others) Aristotle and Karl Marx.
◦ Pioneered by Amartya Sen, further developed by others.
◦ An approach, not a theory.
◦ Applied in welfare economics, development studies, social policy …
◦ Discipline spanning – just like evaluaKon?

Why the Capability Approach?
◦ Two challenges:
◦ Conceptualising community parKcipaKon, empowerment, selfdeterminaKon?
◦ Measuring outcomes that reﬂect and are respecaul of Aboriginal
values and desires?
How has the capability approach been operaKonalized in
evaluaKon… And can it provide me with some guidance in
evaluaKng diﬃcult to deﬁne topics?

Sen’s Capability Approach

Key concepts
1. Individual factors
2. Social factors
3. Environmental factors

Resources and
inputs

Conversion
Factors

Means to achieve
(Capability inputs)

Social inﬂuences on
decision making

CapabiliBes
(opportunity
set of
achievable
funcKonings)

Freedom to choose

Personal history and
psychology

Agency

FuncBonings
“Beings and
doings”

Achievement

Adapted from Robeyns, 2007

Social and Environmental
Conversion factors
• Cyclist safety
• Peak hour traﬃc
• Melbourne weather

Individual
Conversion
factors

Resources
Income
Public transport
system
Bike paths
Cycling
infrastructure at
desKnaKon

Good walking
shoes
Own a bike
Fitness
Need to carry
textbooks.
The weather
Have a myki card
(with money)
Own a car

Means to achieve
(Capability inputs)

Social inﬂuences on
decision making
• Rates and
acceptability of
women riding
• Partner rides a bike

Capability Set
Catching the train
Catching the
tram
Walking
Riding a bike
Driving

Freedom to choose

Personal history and
psychology
• Enjoyment of riding
• Want to get more
exercise
• BudgeKng

Agency

Achieved
funcBoning
CommuKng via
cycling

Achievement
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An incomplete theory?
Nussbaum’s list of central human capabiliKes:
◦ life
◦ bodily health
◦ bodily integrity
◦ senses, imaginaKon and thought
◦ emoKons
◦ pracKcal reason
◦ aﬃliaKon
◦ other species
◦ play
◦ control over one's environment

Or “asserKve incompleteness”?
the ideas of well-being and inequality may have enough ambiguity
and fuzziness to make it a mistake to look for a complete ordering of
either . . . The ‘pragmaDc reason for incompleteness’ is to use
whatever parts of the ranking we manage to sort out unambiguously,
rather than maintaining complete silence unDl everything has been
sorted out and the world shines in dazzling clarity . . .
Sen (1992), Inequality Re-examined, p49

The capability approach and evaluaKon
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OperaKonalizaKon of the approach
1. EvaluaKng poverty reducKon projects
2. Assessing paKent empowerment; and health/social care
intervenKons
3. Analysing public policy
4. Conceptualising and creaKng measures of Indigenous wellbeing

Conceptualising Indigenous wellbeing
Themes

FuncBoning

Family, idenKty and
relatedness

• Sharing your ﬁsh or kill with family and friends

Community

• ParKcipaKng in community cultural events

ConnecKon to country

• Being able to have a say or have control over what
happens in my community
• Looking aper country

ConnecKon to culture

• EaKng bush tucker, eaKng ﬁsh that was caught in season
and meat that was hunted in season
• Speaking and understanding the Yawuru language

• Seeing and spending Kme with family

• ParKcipaKon in law and ceremonies
Safety and respect

• Feel respected and show respect to Indigenous groups in
my community
• Feel respected and show respect to family and friends

Standard of living

• Adequate housing condiKons

The approach and evaluaKon theory

ReﬂecKons...
1. A framework for valuing?
2. A democraKc, deliberaKve parKcipatory process?
3. A transformaKve paradigm to ship the evaluaKve space to
freedom equality?

Concluding thoughts

